Cohesive Zone Criterion for Cracking along the Cu/Si Interface in Nanoscale Components
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Abstract

Crack initiation and propagation along the Cu/Si interface in multilayered films (Si/Cu/SiN) with different thicknesses of the Cu layer (20 and 200 nm) are experimentally investigated using a nano-cantilever and millimeter-sized four-point bending specimens. To examine the cohesive zone model (CZM) criterion for interfacial delamination along the Cu/Si interface in nanoscale stress concentration, an exponential type of CZM is utilized to simulate the observed delamination processes using the finite element method. After the CZM parameters for the Cu/Si interface are calibrated by experiment, interface cracking in other experiments is predicted. This indicates that the CZM criterion is universally applicable for describing cracking along the interface regardless of specimen dimensions and film thickness which include the differences in plastic behavior and residual stress. The CZM criterion can also predict interfacial cracking along Cu/Si interfaces with different stress singularities.
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1. Introduction

Many advanced microelectronic and micromechanical devices consist of dissimilar materials, and intrinsic bi-material interfaces are inevitably introduced into these devices. Such an interface is a potential site for cracking due to stress concentration originating from deformation mismatch. Thus, in order to assure reliability of the devices, it is critically important to correctly evaluate the interface strength under nanoscale stress concentration.

Fracture mechanics theory has been widely used to investigate interfacial delamination in bulk materials [1-4] and the stress intensity factor or energy release rate characterizes the fracture toughness of the bi-material interface. Recently, experimental and analytical studies have also been conducted on interfacial delamination in nanoscale components [5-7]. Crack initiation from the interface edge, for example, was investigated using a nano-cantilever method [8-11], while crack propagation along an interface in multilayered films was examined using a four-point bending specimen [8, 12-15]. The applicability of fracture mechanics was discussed on the basis of respective stress intensity factors.

However, to universally describe the interface toughness, this approach clearly has disadvantages. Since the stress field at the crack tip possesses much higher singularity than at the interface free edge, the corresponding stress intensity factors have different dimensions. Moreover, plastic deformation and residual stress influence the singular field. Therefore, it is necessary to find an appropriate approach to evaluate the fracture toughness of interfaces.

As a phenomenological model within the framework of continuum mechanics, the cohesive zone model (CZM) for cracking in bulk components has attracted considerable
attention, as it represents a powerful and efficient tool to simulate fracture toughness of the interface. The application of CZMs to bi-material interfacial delamination has been successful in many material systems [16-19]. Primary conceptual work on CZM was carried out by Barenblatt [20], who proposed CZM to study brittle materials, and Dugdale [21], who adopted a fracture process zone concept to investigate ductile materials exhibiting plasticity. During the past decades, many types of constitutive equations, or traction-separation laws, were used in CZMs, including those of polynomial type [22, 23], trapezoid type [24], bilinear type [25], and exponential type [26]. However, until now, the application of CZM has mainly focused on interfacial delamination in macroscopic materials except for a few studies [27, 28]. Application for delamination induced by nanoscale stress concentration in small components has not been fully investigated. Thus, it is necessary to examine the applicability of CZM for fracture problems in nano-components.

In this study, a CZM of exponential type [26] is used to simulate the observed crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge and propagation along the Cu/Si interface with nanoscale stress concentration in different experiments [8, 9]. We examine the reliability of the CZM fracture concept for nanoscale components on the basis of experiments and analyses.

2. Experiments on initiation and propagation of interface crack

2.1 Materials tested

The tested materials are multilayer Si/Cu/Si₃N₄ (silicon/copper/silicon nitride) with different Cu thicknesses. After a Si (100) wafer surface is cleaned by inverse sputtering, a Cu layer with a thickness of 20 or 200 nm is deposited by radio-frequency (RF)
magnetron sputtering in a 0.67 Pa Argon atmosphere. A Si₃N₄ (abbreviated as SiN in following) thin layer of about 500 nm thickness is then formed on the Cu layer.

Since the yield stress of the Cu layer is much lower than that of the Si substrate (σᵧ,Si > 3.4 GPa [29]) and the SiN layer (σᵧ, SiN > 8.4 GPa [30]), only the Cu layer should be subject to elasto-plastic deformation during experiments. By using the Von Mises equivalent stress σ and strain ε, the elasto-plastic behaviors of 20 nm [10] and 200 nm thick [11] Cu layers are experimentally investigated and the constitutive relation is given as follows:

$$\sigma = \begin{cases} \frac{E\varepsilon}{1 + n}, & \sigma \leq \sigma_y \\ R\varepsilon^n, & \sigma \geq \sigma_y \end{cases}$$

(1)

where σᵧ, R, n, E are the yield stress, strength coefficient, strain hardening exponent, and Young’s modulus, respectively, and their magnitudes for the 20 and 200 nm-thick Cu layers are listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the plastic behavior of a thin film often shows eminent size-dependence.

In addition, the residual stresses introduced during the processing are examined experimentally [10] and are listed in Table 1 as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness of Cu layer, nm</th>
<th>σᵧ, MPa</th>
<th>R, MPa</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>E, GPa</th>
<th>Residual stress in Cu layer, MPa</th>
<th>Residual stress in SiN layer, MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>3316</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>-290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>2049</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>-483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Nano-cantilever experiment [8, 9]

2.2.1 Specimens and experimental set-ups
In this experiment, the nano-cantilever method [8, 9] is adopted to investigate crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge in the multilayered thin film. Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of the nano-cantilever specimen used for the delamination experiments of the Cu thin films with thicknesses of 20 and 200 nm. These are denoted as "nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)" and "nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)", respectively. The study focus is on crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge. A protective layer (gold for the material with 20 nm-thick Cu, platinum and carbon for the material with 200 nm-thick Cu) is deposited on the SiN layer to prevent specimen damage during specimen preparation by focused ion beam (FIB) technology. Several experiments are carried out for each material to examine experimental reliability.

A minute mechanical loading apparatus (Nanofactory Instruments AB, SA2000N) is used to apply a force and the behavior of interface fracture is observed in situ by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The load is applied to the SiN layer by pushing the specimen against a diamond loading tip at the velocity of 8 nm/s, and then the Cu/Si interface is stressed by a bending moment, as illustrated in Fig. 1. TEM observations confirmed that no damage or defect is present on the Cu/Si interface edge before the experiments.
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of specimens with (a) 20 nm-thick Cu thin film (nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)) and (b) 200 nm-thick Cu thin film (nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)). The length scale is in nanometers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>w_{Cu}</th>
<th>w_{Si}</th>
<th>w_{SiN}</th>
<th>w_{Prot}</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>\phi_{Cu}/\phi_{Cu}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) - A1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>90/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) - A2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>90/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) - A3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>90/90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specimen No. | w_{Cu} | w_{Si} | w_{SiN} | w_{Prot} | d | h | \phi_{Cu}/\phi_{Cu} |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) - I1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>87/93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) - I2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>77/103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) - I3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>90/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) - I4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>78/102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Experimental results

Fig. 2 shows the relationships between the applied load and deflection at the end of the cantilever arm under monotonic loading of nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) tests, where the deflection is quantitatively measured from the TEM images. For comparison, the fully elastic load-deflection curve obtained by FEM calculation (dashed lines) of each nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) specimen is also shown in Fig. 2. At a low load level, the relationship is linear, which suggests fully elastic deformation. With an increase in the applied load, the experimental curves become nonlinear by plastic deformation in the
Cu layer [11]. At the critical load, the crack initiates at the edge of the Cu/Si interface, and subsequently leads to complete delamination of the entire interface. The experimental curves possess different stiffness due to the difference in specimen size. Similar fracture behavior is observed in the nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) experiments [10]. Fig. 3 shows the TEM micrographs of specimen A1 of nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) tests (a) before applying load, (b) under the critical load, and (c) after the crack initiation. The critical load, $P_C$, for crack initiation is listed in Table 2, which shows that it is greatly dependent on the specimen geometry.

It should be noted that the stress-concentrated area is confined to the tens of nanometers scale, as shown later in section 7 (see Fig. 11).

![Graph](image-url)

Fig. 2 Relationship between applied load and cantilever deflection for specimens I1, I3, and I4 of the nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) tests. Dashed lines are curves obtained by fully elastic FEM calculations.
Fig. 3 TEM micrographs of specimen A1 of nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) tests. (a) before applying load; (b) under the critical load; (c) after crack initiation

Table 2 Critical loads, $P_C$, of the nano-cantilever specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Critical load, $P_C$, $\mu$N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A3</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I1</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I4</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Modified four-point bending experiment [8]

2.3.1 Specimens and experimental set-ups

In order to investigate the crack propagation along the Cu/Si interface, a modified four-point bending method [8] is adopted. A rectangular coupon with millimeter-scale width and length is cut from the material with the 200 nm-thick Cu thin film. A plate of stainless steel is glued to the coupon using epoxy, as schematically shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the whole specimen size is millimeter-scale, which is almost a thousand times larger than those of the nano-cantilever specimens shown in Fig. 1. The experiment focus in this case is on the criterion of crack propagation along the Cu/Si interface from the pre-existing crack. Three specimens are tested to assure reliability of
the experimental results.

![Schematic of the modified four-point bending specimen (200 nm Cu) and the loading system](image)

**Fig. 4** Schematic of the modified four-point bending specimen (200 nm Cu) and the loading system

### 2.3.2 Experimental results

After an interfacial pre-crack is introduced into the specimen by using a short span between the inner loading points $c$ ($c = 10$ mm is used here), the crack propagation experiments are conducted at $c = 18$ mm. The load $P$ is applied to it by a testing machine with an electro-magnetic actuator (Shimadzu, MMT-100N) at a constant displacement rate of $1 \mu$m/s. Table 3 shows the critical load, $P_C$, for crack propagation in all the tested specimens. The obtained critical loads are nearly a million times larger than those in the nano-cantilever tests (Table 2) due to the huge difference in the specimen dimensions. However, the stress-concentrated area is confined to the tens of nanometers scale, as discussed in section 7 (Fig. 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Critical load $P_C$, $\mu$N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P1</td>
<td>$5.40 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P2</td>
<td>$4.86 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P3</td>
<td>$4.65 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Cohesive zone model

In most CZMs, with increasing interfacial separation, the tractions across the interface increase to reach a maximum, and then decrease, eventually vanishing with complete decohesion. In this study, a CZM of exponential type [26] is adopted, which is one of the most popular cohesive zone laws. This exponential CM has some advantages for implementation. For example, the tractions and their derivatives in the exponential CZM are continuous, which improves the convergence of the numerical simulation process for interface cracking. The constitutive relation of exponential CZM is briefly described below.

In the exponential CZM, the interfacial potential is defined as

$$\phi(\Delta_n, \Delta_t) = \phi_n + \phi_n \exp\left(-\frac{A_n}{\delta_n}\right) \left\{ \left[1 - r + \frac{A_n}{\delta_n}\right]^{1-q} - [q + \left(\frac{r-q}{r-1}\right) \frac{A_n}{\delta_n}] \exp\left(-\frac{A_t^2}{\delta_t^2}\right) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with

$$q = \frac{\phi_t}{\phi_n}, \text{ and } r = \frac{A_t}{\delta_n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\phi_n$ and $\phi_t$ are the work of the normal and shear separations, respectively; $\Delta_n$ and $\Delta_t$ are the normal and shear displacement jumps, respectively; $\delta_n$ and $\delta_t$ are the normal and shear interface characteristic length parameters. $A_t^*$ is the magnitude of $\Delta_n$ at complete shear separation, where the normal traction is zero.

The relations between the interfacial tractions and the potential are given by

$$T_n = \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta_n}, \text{ and } T_t = \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta_t}. \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (4), we obtain the normal traction $T_n$ and the shear traction $T_t$ across the interface as follows

$$T_n = \left(\frac{\phi_n}{\delta_n}\right) \exp\left(-\frac{A_n}{\delta_n}\right) \left\{ \frac{A_n}{\delta_n} \exp\left(-\frac{A_t^2}{\delta_t^2}\right) + \frac{1-q}{r-1} [1 - \exp\left(-\frac{A_t^2}{\delta_t^2}\right)](r - \frac{A_n}{\delta_n}) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
\[ T_n = \phi_n \left( \frac{2\delta_n}{\delta_t} \right) \left( q + \frac{r - q \frac{A_n}{\delta_n}}{r - 1} \frac{A_n}{\delta_n} \right) \exp\left(-\frac{A_n}{\delta_n}\right) \exp\left(-\frac{A_n^2}{\delta_n^2}\right) \]  

With \( A_t \equiv 0 \), the normal traction-separation relation obtained from Eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 5(a), and Fig. 5(b) shows the variation of \( T_s \) with \( \Delta_n \) given by Eq. (6) for \( A_n \equiv 0 \). The normal traction \( T_n \) reaches a peak value \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) at an interface separation \( \Delta_n = \delta_n \), and the shear traction \( T_s \) reaches a maximum value \( \tau_{\text{max}} \) at \( |A| = \delta / \sqrt{2} \), which gives

\[ T_n \bigg|_{\Delta_n=0,\Delta_t=0} = \sigma_{\text{max}}, \quad T_s \bigg|_{\Delta_n=0,\Delta_t=\delta / \sqrt{2}} = \tau_{\text{max}} \]  

Therefore, basing on Eqs. (3) and (5)–(7), the works of pure normal and pure shear separations, \( \phi_n \) and \( \phi_t \), are related to \( \sigma_{\text{max}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{max}} \), respectively, by

\[ \phi_n = \sigma_{\text{max}} e^\delta, \quad \phi_t = \sqrt{e / 2} \tau_{\text{max}} \delta \]  

where \( e = \exp(1) \).

Fig. 5 (a) Normal traction, \( T_n \), across the interface as a function of \( \Delta_n \) with \( \Delta_t \equiv 0 \). (b) Variation of shear traction, \( T_s \), with \( \Delta_t \) for \( \Delta_n \equiv 0 \)

4. Simulation method

Numerical simulation of the interfacial delamination is carried out using the finite element method (FEM) commercial software, ABAQUS. The Cu/Si interface is defined as a thin layer with zero thickness obeying the constitutive relation of the exponential
CZM, where the cohesive elements are arranged along the thin layer. The corresponding constitutive relation of CZM, i.e., the traction-separation relation of the cohesive law, is implemented through the user subroutine UEL of ABAQUS. Corresponding plastic behaviors (Eq. (1) and Table 1) are respectively assigned to 20 and 200 nm-thick Cu layers, and corresponding residual stresses (Table 1) are imposed on the Cu layer and the SiN layer. For the other parts of the model, the properties listed in Table 4 are used for the analysis. Based on the geometric shape and loading condition, a plane strain state is assumed to simplify the simulations, and plane strain elements are used except on the interface. The area near the free edge of the interface or the pre-crack tip is carefully divided into fine meshes where the stress concentration or singularity is expected.

Typical finite element meshes are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Typical finite element meshes for numerical analysis: (a) nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu), (b) nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu), and (c) modified four-point bending (200 nm Cu) specimens
Table 4 Elastic constants of materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s modulus $E$, GPa</th>
<th>Poisson ratio, $v$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiN</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Determination of CZM parameters

The CZM parameters are determined by calibrating the experimental results for specimen I1, which is one of the nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) tests.

The independent parameters of CZM include the cohesive strength ($\sigma_{\text{max}}$ and $\tau_{\text{max}}$), and the interface characteristic length parameter ($\delta_n$ and $\delta_t$), and the coupling parameter $r$. Since the normal stress is dominant on the interface near the edge and the crack tip in the delamination examined by the nano-cantilever and modified four-point bending specimens, the applicability of CZM for the mix mode delamination is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, based on previous studies, the parameters $q$ and $r$ which represent the coupling behavior of mix mode fracture are set to unity and zero respectively, i.e., $q=\phi/\phi_n=1$ and $r=\Delta_{\text{c}}/\delta_n=0$ [16, 31-34], and the normal and shear interface characteristic length parameters are assumed to have the same magnitude, i.e., $\delta_{\text{max}}=\delta_n=\delta_t$ [16, 34-35]. We then have two independent parameters, $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ and $\delta_{\text{max}}$.

Trial-and-error calculations indicate that the cohesive strength, $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, is in the range of 900-1100 MPa for crack initiation at the interface edge. Thus, with $\sigma_{\text{max}}=1000$ MPa, the effect of the interface characteristic length parameter, $\delta_{\text{max}}$, is investigated using the
experimental data of specimen II. As shown in Fig. 7, the slope of the calculated load-deflection curve is sensitive to the value of $\delta_{\text{max}}$. With the decrease of $\delta_{\text{max}}$, the slope of the calculated curve becomes steep. The simulation for $\delta_{\text{max}} = 1$ nm results in the best correspondence with the slope of experimental curve. Then, the interface characteristic length parameter is set to 1 nm in subsequent calculations.

Fig. 7 Effect of interface characteristic length parameter, $\delta_{\text{max}}$, on the calculated load-deflection curves

Fig. 8 shows the calculated load-deflection curves with different cohesive strengths under $\delta_{\text{max}} = 1$ nm, and Fig. 8(b) is an enlarged view of the square region in Fig. 8(a) near the critical load for the crack initiation. When the cohesive strength $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ increases, the critical lateral forces become larger, while the slope of calculated curves remains constant. The simulation with $\sigma_{\text{max}} = 1060$ MPa gives good correspondence for the critical lateral force with the experimental results.
Fig. 8 Effect of the cohesive strength, $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, on the calculated critical loads for crack initiation.

From the calibration, the CZM parameters of the Cu/Si interface are determined to be $\sigma_{\text{max}} = 1060$ MPa, and $\delta_{\text{max}} = 1$ nm. Basing on Eq. (3) and Eq. (8), these give $\tau_{\text{max}} = 2472$ MPa, and $\phi_0 = \phi_1 = 2.85$ J/m$^2$.

6. Prediction of delamination based on the CZM parameters

6.1 Crack initiation in specimens with different sizes

The CZM parameters are determined solely from specimen I1. We explore the fundamental validity of the CZM by the other nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) specimens, i.e., I2, I3, and I4.

Table 5 shows the predicted critical loads for crack initiation obtained by the CZM analysis ($\sigma_{\text{max}} = 1060$ MPa, $\delta_{\text{max}} = 1$ nm). Comparing with the experimental data, small relative errors between them implies that the CZM has the feasibility to prescribe the interface toughness for crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge. Since the difference in geometrical dimensions among the specimens is not large, especially the dimension...
of the SiN layer which transfers the bending moment to the Cu/Si interface, this verification only reveals that the CZM can be regarded as a candidate method with universal applicability for predicting interface delamination in different specimens.

Table 5 Comparison of experimental and predicted critical loads for the nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Experimental $P_c$ / $\mu$N</th>
<th>Calculated $P'_c$ / $\mu$N</th>
<th>Relative error / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)-I4</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Crack initiation in specimens with Cu layer of different thickness (different plastic property and residual stress)

The thinner Cu layer possesses higher yield stress and stronger work hardening than the thicker Cu layer. In addition, the residual stress in the 20 nm-thick Cu layer is also different from that in the 200 nm-thick Cu layer. On the other hand, the interface structure must be same because the fabrication process for the Cu/Si interface is the same in both cases. Therefore, taking into account the plasticity and residual stress, the universal applicability of the CZM parameters for predicting crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge can be examined by the interface toughness of the nano-cantilevers (20 nm Cu) and (200 nm Cu).

Table 6 indicates the experimental and calculated critical loads of the nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) at crack initiation under $\sigma_{\text{max}} = 1060$ MPa and $\delta_{\text{max}} = 1$ nm. The good coincidence indicates that the CZM can generally represent the interface toughness for crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface with different plastic behavior, residual stress, and geometrical dimensions.
Table 6 Comparison of experimental and calculated critical loads for the nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Experimental $P_c / \mu N$</th>
<th>Calculated $P'_c / \mu N$</th>
<th>Relative error / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)-A3</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Crack propagation

The applicability to interface fracture in a strong singular field can be examined by predicting the crack propagation criterion obtained by the modified four-point bending experiment. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the experimental and calculated load-displacement curves at the loading point. It can be seen that the CZM parameters determined with the nanoscale cantilever test can precisely predict the deformation behavior of the experiments on the millimeter level. In addition, Table 7 indicates the relative errors between the experimental and calculated critical loads for crack propagation. This shows that the CZM parameters can predict not only the crack initiation but also crack propagation along the Cu/Si interface. In other words, for predicting toughness under different singular fields, the CZM maintains its validity.

Table 7 Relative errors between experimental and calculated critical loads of modified four-point bending tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>Experimental $P_c / \mu N$</th>
<th>Calculated $P'_c / \mu N$</th>
<th>Relative error / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P1</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P2</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-point bending (200 nm Cu)-P3</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental and calculated load-displacement curves for specimen P1 of modified four-point bending (200 nm Cu) tests

6.4 Specimen size

The modified four-point bending specimens, P1-P3, have both the length and width on the millimeter scale, thousands of times larger than those of the nano-cantilever specimens, A1-A3 and I1-I4. Therefore, the independence of the CZM criterion on the geometrical size can be critically examined by the comparison.

All the experimental and predicted critical loads are compared in Fig. 10. The CZM parameters solely determined by specimen I1 can predict the toughness along the Cu/Si interface though the critical load magnitude has a difference of nearly 6 orders. This proves the versatility of the CZM criterion for the design of micro/nano devices.
7. Critical stress distribution along the Cu/Si interface

Fig. 11 shows the stress distributions along the Cu/Si interface with (solid lines; CZM) and without (dotted lines; n-CZM) the CZM for specimens A1 (nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu)), I1 (nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu)) and P1 (modified four-point bending (200 nm Cu)). The following discussion focuses on the distribution of the normal stress since it dominates the delamination process in these cases.

By arranging cohesive elements along the Cu/Si interface, the peak stress near the interface edge or crack tip is confined within the magnitude of the cohesive strength due to the degradation of cohesive elements. The CZM approximately brings about constant normal stress fields near the interface edge or crack tip, within a region 5 nm from the edge or crack tip. This suggests that this small region dominates the interfacial local fracture (crack initiation or propagation), i.e., the fracture processing zone.

For specimen I1 and P1 of the 200 nm-thick Cu thin film, we notice that the singular stress zone is about 100 nm long. The length of the fracture processing zone (5
(20 nm) is far smaller than that of the singular stress zone. This signifies that fracture mechanics theory is applicable in this material. However, it should be noticed that the dimensions of the stress intensity factor are different because the singular order is dependent on the shape of the interface edge or crack tip.

For specimen I1 and P1, there is little difference in the stress distribution in the simulations with and without the CZM except the fracture process zone. For specimen A1 from the 20 nm-thick Cu thin films, on the other hand, there is obvious deviation between the stress distributions with and without the CZM. This might indicate that conventional fracture mechanics is questionable for the specimen, though further experimental/analytical works are necessary for a more detailed understanding.

![Fig. 11 Comparison of the stress distributions along the Cu/Si interface of different specimens with and without CZM](image)

**8. Conclusions**

We have investigated the universal applicability of CZM to the initiation and the
propagation of interface cracking in nano-cantilever (20 nm and 200 nm Cu) tests and modified four-point bending (200 nm Cu) tests. The results obtained can be summarized as follows:

(1). By calibrating with the experimental results of the nano-cantilever (200 nm Cu) test, the CZM parameters of the Cu/Si interface were determined as follows: cohesive strength \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = 1060 \text{ MPa} \) and interface characteristic length parameter \( \delta_{\text{max}} = 1 \text{ nm} \).

(2). The obtained CZM parameters give excellent prediction of crack initiation at the Cu/Si interface edge in nano-cantilever (20 nm Cu) and (200 nm Cu) experiments regardless of the specimen geometry, plastic behavior and residual stress.

(3). The CZM predicts the crack propagation along the Cu/Si interface in the mm-sized modified four-point bending (200 nm Cu) specimen very well, though the specimen size has a difference of thousands of times. Moreover, this also shows the validity of the CZM parameters for prescribing the interface toughness under different stress singularities.

(4). The analysis on the stress distribution of the Cu/Si interface with CZM suggests that the fracture process zone is about 5 nm long, which is far smaller than the singular stress field in the 200 nm Cu specimens.
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